
Girl Scout Patch Requirements 

   

 

  

Daisies: Complete the starred activities. 

Brownies: Complete the starred activities and one additional activity. 

Juniors: Complete the starred activities and three additional activities. 

Cadettes, Seniors, and Ambassadors: Complete the starred activities and five additional activities. 

     

 Visit the National Cowgirl Museum and Hall of Fame. 

 Watch “Spirit of the Cowgirl” and discuss what it means to be a cowgirl. 

 Complete the scavenger hunt activity available at the front desk. 

 

 Find the statue of Sacagawea in front of the Museum. Discuss what you think the artist,  

Glenna Goodacre, is trying to express in her work. Use the internet or books in the library to 

research Sacagawea and the role she played in the Louis and Clark expedition.  

 

 Take a photo in the photo booth in Hitting the Mark.   If you share it online, please tag us with the 

#cowgirlmuseum hashtag. 

 

 How would you describe a cowgirl? Did your opinion change or stay the same after touring the 

Museum? Discuss as a troupe.   At home: 
o Draw a picture of a cowgirl. 
o Write an acrostic poem about cowgirls. 
o Write a story about cowgirls and include some of the things you learned at the Museum. 
o Research a cowgirl in the Cowgirl Hall of Fame (www.cowgirl.net) and write down two 

things you learned about her.  

 

 Compare and contrast your life with that of a performer in a Wild West show. Use dialogue 

from the Annie Oakley videos in the Hitting the Mark: Cowgirls and Wild West Shows gallery as 

well as an outside resource (such as the internet or books in the library) to find out more about 

Wild West shows. 

 

 Investigate an activity that cowgirls may enjoy. Present and/or play the activity with your 

troop. Invite younger girls to participate.  

 

 Write and illustrate a short children’s book about cowgirls.   

 

 Complete five hours of service to help the Museum with a special event or educational 

program. 

 

 

GS-TOP and the National Cowgirl Museum and Hall of Fame have collaborated to bring you this 

opportunity to learn about women of the West whose inspiring stories are filled with examples of 

courage and determination. 

 

Patches are available for purchase at the Girl Scouts of Texas Oklahoma-Plains store. 

http://www.cowgirl.net/

